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The Comfort Women Japans Brutal
Japan urged South Korea to deliver an "appropriate" response amid unresolved issues over compensation claims from former Korean "comfort
women." ...
Japan raises issue of 'comfort women' with South Korea
South Korean women forced into sex slavery during Japan’s colonial rule have vowed to continue their fight for compensation from Tokyo despite a
Seoul court throwing out their latest legal challenge.
South Korean court rejects ‘comfort women’ lawsuit against Japan
A group of former "comfort women" in South Korea have appealed a local court ruling that dismissed their damages lawsuit against the Japanese
government over their treatment at Japanese military ...
Ex-"comfort women" appeal South Korea court's dismissal of case
A South Korean court has ruled against a group of women who were seeking compensation from Japan for being forced into prostitution by colonial
Japanese forces during World War Two. The judge at ...
S. Korean Court Dismisses Lawsuit Filed Against Japan by 'Comfort Women'
A South Korean court on Wednesday ruled against a group of comfort women seeking damages against Japan for wartime sex slavery, citing Tokyo's
claim of state immunity against being sued in a foreign ...
'Comfort women' lose case against Japan in South Korean court
The court applied sovereign immunity to the case — a concept under international law that says a state is immune from the jurisdiction of a court in
a foreign country.
South Korean court dismisses lawsuit by former 'comfort women' against Japan
SEOUL -- A Seoul court on Wednesday dismissed a compensation lawsuit filed by 20 former South Korean "comfort women" against the Japanese
government -- a surprise ruling as the same court ruled in ...
Former Korean 'comfort women' lose lawsuit against Japan
The latest ruling follows one made in January which ordered Japan to compensate 12 women who were forced to work in wartime brothels each with
100 million won ($91,300).
'Comfort Women' Lose Lawsuit Against Japan Over Sexual Slavery During WWII
The United States has long encouraged South Korea and Japan to work together to resolve their thorny history issues, including the issue of comfort
women, to promote reconciliation and cooperation, a ...
US encourages Seoul-Tokyo reconciliation over 'comfort women' issue: State Dept.
A South Korean court on Wednesday ruled against the South Korean sex slavery victims during World War II demanding damages from the ...
S. Korean court dismisses "comfort women" case against Japan
A South Korean court on Wednesday upheld Japan's state immunity to dismiss a lawsuit raised by a group of women who were forced to work in
Japanese wartime brothels, contradicting a ruling in a ...
South Korea's 'comfort women' lose compensation claim against Japan
Lee Yong-soo came out of a South Korean court disappointed on Wednesday (April 21). She is one of the surviving "comfort women" who raised a
lawsuit against Japan for the sexual abuse they endured ...
S. Korea court dismisses 'comfort women' lawsuit
SEOUL--In a surprise turnaround, the Seoul Central District Court on April 21 rejected a compensation claim against Japan by 20 former “comfort
women” and their supporters, citing Tokyo's sovereign ...
Seoul court sides with Japan in ‘comfort women’ suit
A South Korean court on Wednesday (April 21) dismissed a case brought by a handful of World War II sex slaves and their families against the
Japanese government, saying Tokyo enjoyed "sovereign ...
S. Korea court dismisses 'comfort women' case against Japan
South Korea expressed regret Thursday after Japan adopted an official view that it is appropriate to remove the word "military" when describing
wartime sexual slavery victims widely called "military ...
S. Korea voices regret after Japan says it's better to call 'military comfort women' just 'comfort women'
A South Korean court dismisses a damages lawsuit brought by a group of former "comfort women" against the Japanese government over their
treatment at Japanese military brothels during World War II.
South Korean court dismisses ex-comfort women's suit against Japan
South Korea's Seoul Central District Court dismissed a damages lawsuit on April 21 against the Japanese government brought by former ...
Editorial: S. Korea comfort women ruling an opportunity for Japan to mend relations
A South Korean court on Wednesday dismissed a damages lawsuit brought by a group of former "comfort women" against the Japanese government
over their treatment at Japanese military brothels during ...
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